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BACKGROUND

It is somewhat logical that, as we look at the Contemporary Scottish Art offering, we should find the roots of what we are looking at within the key
Scottish educational establishments.
As Scotland prospered from its dominant position within the industrial revolution (1760-1840) and the wealthy Victorian era (1837-1901), patronage and
interest in the arts expanded and new art schools emerged in all of the main population centres – the Glasgow School of Art (GSA) 1845, the Edinburgh
College of Art (ECA) which can trace its development to 1760, formed the current institution in 1906, Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art, Dundee
(DOJD) 1892 and lastly Gray’s School of Art, Aberdeen (GSAA) 1885.
These institutions, together with the formation of the various artist bodies incorporated by Royal Charter including the Royal Scottish Academy (RSA
1826), the Royal Glasgow Institute (RGI 1861) and the Royal Scottish Society of Painters in Watercolour (RSW 1876) together with the Paisley Art
Institute (PAI 1876) would underpin the central foundations of subsequent art development in Scotland.
Scottish Art history records two significant periods of art development in this period – the social realism of the Glasgow Boys (1870-1910) and the Scottish
Colourists (c.1920-1940), whose popular idiom embraced the earlier work of the French impressionists and post-impressionists. These were significant
developments that shaped Scotland’s art history, however these developments typically lagged and were at time-variance to the rapid pace of change in
global art development. Arguably, as we continued to teach impressionism and post-impressionism (1920’s to the late 1970’s), the world was already
embracing experimentation and change with developments such as cubism, expressionism, surrealism, abstraction, abstract expressionism and pop art.
In terms of the development of Scottish art, as the WWII stalled further developments, a powerful group of young art students were shaping their
painting and educational careers across the various art schools – they would go on to establish themselves as the teaching hierarchy of the 1960’s and
1970’s. In Glasgow (GSA) you would have David Donaldson RSA RP (1916-1996) who had trained at GSA (1932-37), James (Jimmy) D Robertson MBE
DLitt RSA RSW RGI PAI (1931-2010), Danny Ferguson RSW RGI (1925-1993), John Cunningham RGI DLitt (1926-1998), Alexander (Sandy) Goudie RP
(1933-2004), Geoffrey Squire ARSA RSW RGI (1923-2012), William Drummond Bone RWS ARSA (1907-1979) and Duncan Shanks RSA RSW RGI
(b.1937). Edinburgh (ECA) had Sir Robin Philipson PPRSA RA (1916-1992), Dame Elizabeth Blackadder DBE RA RSA (b.1931) and Sir William Gillies (18981973). Duncan of Jordanstone, Dundee (DOJD) had notables like Jack Morrocco’s uncle, Alberto Morrocco OBE FRSA FRSE RSW RP RGI LLLD (19171998), Jack Knox RSA RGI RSW HFRIAS DLitt (1936-2015) and David McClure RSA RSW (1926-1998).
This group also dominated the Scottish contemporary art market through to the early 2000’s and, even though we have now sadly lost many of them,
they continue to exert influence as they trained many of the current generation of senior artists who still perform strongly within the contemporary art
scene, even in 2015.

ARTISTS FROM THE SCOTTISH PAINTING TRADITION PERIOD

This show features four of Scotland’s most senior and influential contemporary artists who trained in the above period (the Scottish Painting Tradition).
While Jack Morrocco DA (b.1953) trained under his uncle Alberto Morrocco at Duncan of Jordanstone, Dundee (1970-74), the others Robert Kelsey DA
MUniv FRSA PAI (b.1949) (GSA 1966-70), Alexandra Gardner (b.1945) (GSA 1963-1967) and Pam Carter (GSA 1970’s) trained at the Glasgow School of
Art under the tutors mentioned above. These artists were trained and expected to be able to paint competently using realist/impressionist/post
impressionist styles across multiple genres including landscape/cityscape/coastscape, still life and portraiture.
Interestingly, Kelsey, Morrocco and Carter all paint using a platform of traditional impressionist techniques with Kelsey bordering on realism, Morrocco
straight impressionism and Carter a more pared down post impressionist that focuses on a much flatter colour interpretation and emphasis.
Gardner, who favours portraiture tends to use a tonal realism as her platform.

In 2015, these artists are highly valued, particularly in the London market, because they can paint in a traditional manner. Indeed, they are the last of a
generation of traditional technique painters. From the mid 1980’s, many art schools across the UK have embraced conceptual art form and this has led
to a shortage of high quality traditional painters, which in turn is driving the increases in their value.

REASONS TO BUY THESE ARTISTS

In terms of classical impressionist and realist/impressionism, in Morrocco and Kelsey, you have two of the finest impressionist technicians/painters across
the whole of the UK. Their ability to compose and their use of palette to represent subject/s are almost unrivalled (Ken Howard OBE RA ROI RWS
b.1932). The scarcity of impressionists of their ability is one of the reasons that they continue to sell so well across UK markets.
Alexandra Gardner is a classical portraitist who is at ease forming portrait likenesses of ordinary sitters (not fashion models) where she brings out the
character in the face and composes using complementary textures such as scarfs, feathers, jackets and elaborate hats. All art collectors should have a
Gardner in their collection. She was recently recognised as being one of the finest portrait painters in the world as a finalist in the National Portrait
Gallery, London - BP Portrait Award 2012. As buyers elevate beyond the ‘but, I don’t know the person/subject’ and appreciate a classical art technique
for its skill, then they start to understand the exquisite ability of Gardner. What I love about Gardner is that she is so true to her passion that she will
reject the economics over her art form. As an art buyer, you have to do the work and find her - she will not come to you.
Pam Carter has a significant cult following. Her technique is more post impressionist, which concentrates on blocks of colour rather than detail. In her
case she pares that back even further to focus on even fewer layers of colour. She has created her own very successful and identifiable style with large
washes of colour to identify a sky, beach, sunset, field, mountain range or water. The effect she achieves is one of spirit or mood and many buy her
paintings because they are uncluttered and offer a very soothing and effective artistic effect.

THE NEW IMAGE REVOLUTION

Alexander (Sandy) Moffat OBE RSA came to the Glasgow School of Art (GSA) in 1979, where he worked for 25 years until leaving in 2005. Moffat had
studied at Edinburgh College of Art (ECA) from 1960 to 1964 alongside John Bellany CBE RA (1942-2013) (ECA 1960-1965). They had rebelled against
the teaching of impressionism at ECA and sought to develop a figurative renaissance with large expressive paintings that exploited metaphors and
symbolism. On entering GSA, Moffat is credited as a reformer who immediately challenged the existing more classical teaching methods of the Scottish
Painting Tradition and sought to introduce a more contemporary and outward-looking appreciation for his students. He encouraged students to explore
new developments in Western Europe and the US and by doing so, he created a resurgence in interest in expressive figurative narrative painting. In
1985 he selected students for a New Image Glasgow show in the Third Eye Centre, where he presented recent GSA students Peter Howson, Steven
Campbell, Ken Currie and Adrian Wiszniewski who would go on to gather fame as the New Glasgow Boys – a powerful new group of expressive figurative
narrative artists.
Moffat’s influence and this group was successful in spawning the reform and a whole new generation of figurative narrative artists.
This show includes four artists from this generation.
Gerard Burns (GSA 1979-83) was a contemporary student of the New Glasgow Boys. He only emerged as a full time artist in 1999, following a series of
personal crises and diversions within music and teaching. Where the New Glasgow Boys have had their moment and developed their fame, Burns has
now emerged as one of the leading contemporary figurative narrative artists (Saville, Watt and Vettriano). His recent successes with his 14 for 14 and
his New York, Scotland Week ‘A Brush with Inspiration’ where, in both cases, he painted various celebrity portraits for charity are testimony to his rising
acclaim. Based on his personal crises, Burns has an acute awareness of themes like loneliness, human interactions, the loss of innocence, religion and
Greek mythology and the threats that surround us. He uses a photo-realist technique to present his subjects in settings that exploit various metaphors
to intone his underlying message.
Rosemary Beaton (GSA 1981-1986) remarkably, won the BP (then John Player) Portrait Award in only her third year at Art School in 1984. This win led
to a 1985 commission of Sir Robin Day for the collection of the National Portrait Gallery, London.

Beaton is an extraordinary and a very natural artistic talent. As a contemporary of the New Glasgow Boys, she is dubbed one of the New Glasgow Girls
and her place in the history of Scottish Art is already well-defined. Her painting practice explores many themes on humanity and the archetypal female
figure and looks towards art history for historical reference. Many of her new paintings are inspired by the Italian Renaissance artist’s vision – the beauty
of the human form and the seductive landscapes pay homage to the Renaissance Masters from a parallel time period. Influenced by the Austrian artist
Egon Schiele, she very deliberately uses nudity and distortion to unsettle us and to draw the eye. The device also reminds us of who we are
(vulnerability) rather that what we may perceive or present on the surface. My view is that Beaton is the Lucian Freud of Scotland and is every bit as
talented.
Denise Findlay (GSA 1992-1996) has a famous art pedigree. Her Great, Great Grandfather was Fra Newbery (1855-1946), who, as Director of Art at the
Glasgow School of Art commissioned Charles Rennie Mackintosh to build the now famous new art school building (1897-1909). Fra Newbery’s wife was
Jessie Newbery (1864-1948) who set up the Department of Embroidery at the Glasgow School of Art and is credited with creating the rose motif that
Mackintosh used in his designs.
Findlay’s figurative canon tends to present predominantly autobiographical narratives. She might use models, but they are about a representation of her.
Sometimes the female subjects incorporate embroidered collars or belts, a tribute or historical reference to her Great, Great Grandmother, Jessie
Newbery. In others, the subject is presented as reflective, hinting at the perceived turmoil that she has experienced at points of her life. Recently, she
has started to reflect anonymous people in her backgrounds as if they are observing or talking about her. She will always paint from a female
perspective attempting to show her subjects as single-minded and defiant, but at the same time, perhaps unconsciously, presenting them with an
underlying vulnerability, femininity and allure. Findlay also uses very unique mediums as, in addition to canvas or board, she is drawn to painting on a
variety of interesting surfaces, including vinyl records, jigsaws, small pieces of copper, tin boxes or vast canvases. Her resulting narratives are powerful she cleverly draws you in to her narrative, forcing you to stop and engage with and ask questions of the painting.

Angela Reilly (DOJD 1984-1987) produces stunning, large scale figurative studies that have a subtle underlying narrative.
Reilly’s figurative talent was recognised when she was awarded third place in the National Portrait Gallery, London BP Portrait Awards 2006. From that
exposure, she was then awarded a high profile commission to paint the then Lord Chancellor – Lord Falconer.
Her photo realist figure studies are invariably based on the naked female form. They pre-date the work of Jenny Saville (GSA 1988-92). Her paintings
are designed to expose a contradiction between the confidence expressed in a naked pose and the private doubts ands thoughts of the sitter. She
exposes this narrative or tension using provocative poses, whether the model is only revealing her back (turned away in thought), or the model might be
coiled up protectively or with the face expressing doubt or uncertainty. In each case, Reilly shares with the viewer a hint of the subtle curves that are
normally hidden from public view, but shape or have shaped the model’s femininity. However, elements of the pose then limit both the physical and
psychological exposure and take control back and away from the viewer.
A brilliant execution and we are left with a thrilling visual tension that throws out an obvious challenge to the viewer – now, what are you thinking ?

REASONS TO BUY THESE ARTISTS

These artists form a central part of the Scottish New Image, figurative narrative revolution.
In Gerard Burns, you have the ‘hidden’ New Glasgow Boy who only revealed himself in 1999 as he emerged into full time painting. From that point, he
has built a significant market following and acclaim. In contemporary art market terms, the New Glasgow Boys, together with Saville, Watt and Vettriano
operate in a post fame phase where their structure to market is limited and more complicated.
That leaves Burns as the leading, mainstream Scottish contemporary figurative narrative artist. Following several high profile initiatives, including being
asked by the Scottish Government to feature in Scotland Week in New York (2015), Burns celebrity is also rising, which will inevitably increase the
appetite of the market for his works.
In Rosemary Beaton, Denise Findlay and Angela Reilly you have three outstanding Scottish talents. Their painting output is low volume, which makes
each of their paintings very special. When you do get the very limited opportunity to buy one of their works, you should buy one. Scotland’s art history,
when it catches up, will undoubtedly look favourably on their contribution to shaping the output from this very important period of art development.

WARNING
TEMPORARY PARKING
RESTRICTIONS IN THORN
ROAD

East Dunbartonshire Council have imposed
temporary parking restrictions
(sewage/drainage works) outside the gallery
in Thorn Road for a period of 6 weeks from
29th June 2015 to Sunday 10th August 2015.
Our show sits in the middle of that period.
There are several parking options –
(1) Our driveway at 4 Thorn Road,
Bearsden, Glasgow, G61 4PP.
Alternatively, when approaching Bearsden
Cross Traffic Lights from Canniesburn Toll.
(2) Turn right into Roman Road and then first
left into Douglas Place and enter the Car Park
on the right.
(3) Go straight on at the Traffic Lights and
turn second right into Kirk Road and travel to
the foot of Kirk Road and enter the Glebe Car
Park.
(4) Go straight on at the Traffic Lights and
turn first left into Glenburn Road and then
immediately left into the Town Hall Car Park.
There are plenty of free car parking options
within a short walking distance of the gallery.
The gallery apologises for any inconvenience
caused.
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The Scottish Painting
Tradition Period
1960’s and 1970’s

Robert Kelsey

DA MUniv FRSA PAI (B.1949)

GSA 1966-1970

Yellow Sunset, Argyll, Oil on Linen, 24” x 28”

View from San Marco, Evening, Oil on Linen, 18” x 30”

Evening Mooring, Oil on Linen, 16” x 16”

The Grand Canal, Summer
Oil on Linen, 18” x 20”

Summer Moon, Tiree, Oil on Linen, 12” x 12”

Wee Croft on North Uist
Oil on Linen, 16” x 20”

Jack Morrocco

DA (B.1953)

DOJD 1970-1974

Against the Light, Rio di San Barnaba, Venice,
Oil on Canvas, 24” x 24”

Red Shades, Mercato del Pesce, Venice
Oil on Canvas, 16” x 22”

Cap Ferrat towards Beaulieu
Oil on Canvas, 24” x 24”

Rhododendrons, Silver Pot and Fan
Oil on Canvas, 24” x 24”

Serenade, Madame X
Oil on Canvas, 36” x 36”

Magenta Rhododendrons and Silver Teapot
Oil on Canvas, 20” x 20”

Alexandra Gardner

(B.1945)

GSA 1963-1967

Sad Venetian Palazzo, Oil on Linen, 100cm x 150cm

Age of Innocence
Oil on Linen, 40cm x 40cm

Italian Landscape, Calm
Oil on Linen, 50cm x 60cm

Ayumi in a Patterned Scarf, Oil on Linen, 30cm x 24cm

Pam Carter
GSA 1970s

Back to Rum
Oil on Canvas, 32” x 32”

Hot Sundown & Flight, Oil on Canvas, 24” x 24”

Carrots & Cluster, Iona
Oil on Canvas, 24” x 24”

The New Image

Figurative Narrative Period
1980’s and 1990’s

Rosemary Beaton

(B.1963)

GSA 1981-1986

The Florist, Acrylic on Canvas, 50cm x 60cm

Fortuna, Acrylic on Canvas, 102cm x 76cm

Flora
Acrylic on Canvas, 76cm x 76cm

Nymph of the Fountain
Acrylic on Canvas, 102cm x 76cm

Gerard Burns

(B.1961)

GSA 1979 -1983

The Tattered Flag
Oil on Canvas, 50cm x 60cm

The Red Dress, Oil on Canvas, 50cm x 60cm

The Meeting Point
Oil on Canvas, 50cm x 60cm

Denise Findlay

(B.1973)

GSA 1992-1996

Suited and Booted
Mixed Media, 30cm x 25cm

King of the Castle, Oil on Gesso Panel, 59cm x 48cm

You Spin Me Round
Oil on Bakelite Record, 25cm Diameter

Read all about it, Oil on Panel, 30cm x 18cm

Angela Reilly

(B.1966)

DOJD 1984-1987

Departure
Oil on Canvas, 48” x 36”

Cast, Oil on Canvas, 48” x 60”
Merge
Oil on Canvas, 40” x 40”

EIGHT OF THE MOST INFLUENTIAL
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